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‘Chance favours the prepared mind’
let me extend a warm welcome to our alumni, to
our Professors and colleagues of the Medical school.
our Medical school has educated several internationally acknowledged and excellent scientists despite
the often hindering circumstances. Many influential
experts of their fields have emerged from among our
professors in the national scene of medical science.
The Faculty borrowed its motto from louis Pasteur:
’chance favours the prepared mind’ thus emphasizing that the quality of education above all has always
been of major concern since the foundation of the
Medical school. our school has been accredited
centre of excellence by the hungarian accreditation
committee, reaching top rankings on the national

ranking list of hungarian universities. Besides our
medical, dental programs the pharmaceutical and
medical biotechnology programs have also achieved
the highest standards in all comparisons. The degrees
issued by our Medical school are accepted and honoured across the european union and the united
states.
Within the university this faculty has had a traditional leading role in basic and applied researches.
even today we still have several excellent researchers
and research-groups; in the scientific field we can
boast about being the far most productive unit of the
university. it is a tradition of ours that is much older
than the university itself and its roots reach back to
the time of transferring the medical training to the
town of Pécs.
last year our faculty was ranked the 2nd place on
the standard-setting competence list of the 167 hungarian faculties and gained top ranking for the quality
of educators’ work. We are aware that statistics may
distort figures. We know that we can still develop. We
know that there is a lot to be done. however, it is reassuring that our professors’ board at the Medical
school is still firm and robust. The graduating doctors, dentists, pharmaceutists and the graduates from
the biotechnology program can face challenges that
will lie ahead. as our programs develop, we also look
forward to further governmental support to bolster the
hungarian health-care schemes.
our human resources have always been exceptionally well-equipped and committed to our institution. despite the rapid technical development and
the accelerating rate of specialization for the different
fields of science, the medical science and its related
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sciences have maintained the closest contact (tutorstudent, patient-doctor) as for the basis of interpersonal relationships. a typical feature (and a
pre-requisite) of the medical profession is to show ‘esprit de corps’. i wish that the relationships that have
evolved either between tutor and student or among
peers remain stable and fruitful, supporting one another’s jobs and professional careers. although there
is a possibility for reunion every 5th year, the bonds
will reunite the old group-mates and peers sooner
and our faculty is more than glad to welcome alumni
students anytime.
last but not least, let me tell you as to our previous students why you are the most important for us:
in spite of communion, differences of opinion and
professional debates You are the rudiments of
health care. Though separated in space and time, one
element of it is that we have all been students of this
same alma Mater. For this reason let us do all what
we can to surmount the standard of the quality of
the education, develop our scientific research activity
and to enhance the good will of clinical treatment.
We intend to support anybody who is willing to go
ahead with bearing these aims in mind.
i wish you good health and good luck in the name
of the university of Pécs Medical school. let us ask
your help to convey the message that the university
of Pécs Medical school has remained and is still continuing to be the strict, but high-quality profile institution it used to be.
cordially yours,
attila Miseta, M.d., Ph.d., d.sc.
dean of the university of Pécs Medical school
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Elisabeth University Catering, late 1920s
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Hotel Palatinus Mirror Room, Professors’ dinner
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Faces from the Past
 Ferenc Oláh, Elisabeth University
 László Radnai, student
 Árpád Szűts, student
 Lili Partos, student
 Dr. Balogh, Elisabeth University
 Erzsébet Farkas, student
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Fallen Heroes Plaque, 1930

Clinical staﬀ
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Reunion of the ’58 graduates in 1993
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Professors’ board
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30 Years of English Medical Education
in Pécs: A Personal Account
(József Szeberényi)
The program starts
at the time when the idea of starting an english
language medical education program for foreign
students came up (1983), i was working at
Washington university in st. louis. i was among
dozens of young researchers from Pécs who had the
chance to work as postdocs for 1 or 2 years in high
level american or Western european laboratories. We
were trained in state-of-the-art research and practiced
the language of science: english. Most of us were also
heading home at the end of our terms to use our
experience and skills acquired during these study
trips, and to try to do meaningful research under
much less optimal conditions. not coming back to
hungary in due time would have severed all our
family and friendship connections. This was the so
called “communist era” when leaving the country
without permission from the authorities usually
meant a long period of exile.
still, the hungarian system was definitely more
liberal than the regimes of the other countries of the
“eastern Bloc”: very few scientists were allowed to
visit Western labs from the german democratic
republic, czechoslovakia or romania at that time.
This was an important factor in starting the english
Program: all departments in Pécs had at least 2-3
lecturers with appropriate language skills to start
teaching. This was probably not the case at most of
the medical schools in the surrounding countries.
i got the news from my predecessor and boss at

that time, the late Professor andrás Tigyi. he was
very excited. initiation of the program was decided at
the level of high politics, but several Professors from
Pécs played an important role in it (József Tigyi,
Professor of Biophysics and Béla Flerkó, the rector
and Professor of anatomy among them). hungarian
emigrants living in the us (mostly medical doctors)
helped to advertise the program and to recruit
applicants. The program started in the academic year
1984/1985 and it was the first english Program not
only in hungary, but in all central europe.
While english programs started at the other
medical schools in hungary (semmelweis, debrecen,
szeged) in 1 or 2 years, such medical education
programs became possible in other east-european
countries only after the political changes in 1990. We
had the edge. By that time i had already returned
from the states and was among the teachers of the
first english Program class. andrás Tigyi became the
first President of the english Program, his work was
helped by lajos Tima from the department of
anatomy, as secretary of the Program.
Waves of different nationalities
The first small classes mostly consisted of students
from iran and kids of emigrant hungarian/american
families. Then, in the 1990s, came a strong greek
“invasion”. This was probably facilitated by the visit
of greek Prime Minister, andreas Papandreou, to
Pécs. he must have liked the place and the medical
school, and the news spread: more and more students
from greece enrolled into the program.
The next strong wave was produced by norwegian
applicants at the turn of the millennium. The key
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player in this process was sveinung lunde, the
director of Björknes high school in oslo. he visited
our Medical school at the end of the 1990s and
developed an excellent relationship with the
leadership of the university. Together with college
international of Budapest, Björknes high school/
college did (and still does) an excellent job in
recruiting scandinavian students for Pécs.
appreciating his outstanding efforts, lunde was
presented with an honorary doctorship by the
rector of Pécs university in 2010.
an extremely important year in the history of our
english Program was 2004: hungary became
member of the european union resulting in the
automatic acceptance of our medical diploma in eu
countries (and countries like norway and israel).
There was an immediate boom of applications: the
number of students in the freshman year quickly
increased to over 200 and it has stayed that high ever
since. The increased interest toward hungarian
medical education made the english Program classes
more heterogeneous: while the number of students
from iran and the scandinavian countries remained
high, we now have many students from spain,
nigeria, Korea, Japan, the uK, germany, israel, the
us, canada, ireland, and other countries as well.
This cultural colorfulness contributes to the lively
nature of our program. importantly, youngsters of
various nationalities seem to get along well: very few
inter-ethnic clashes happened during all these years.
Besides the general Medicine program, we were able
to start programs in dentistry (2005), Pharmacy
(2009) and Medical Biotechnology (2010) as well.

My activities in the English Program
since i was asked by Professor Miklós nyitrai, the
head of the english Program to give a personal
account of the last 30 years, i have to briefly
summarize my activities in the program. except for
four years i worked in Boston (1987-1991), i have
been involved in the program throughout the whole
period. First as a group instructor and then, after
1992, as the course director of the compulsory
subject Molecular cell Biology and several other
elective courses in medical biology. The students
found our courses important and appreciated the
teaching efforts of the staff of our department. in
1994 i became member of the english Program
committee, and served as the head of the Program
between 2001 and 2006, together with lajos Tima,
the secretary of the Program. although this period
gave a heavy load of work for both of us and our
hands were full of everyday administrative duties,
there were exciting aspects as well. We organized and
participated in entrance examinations, handled
academic and out-of-school problems of students,
negotiated with real and would-be recruiting agencies
(trying to avoid being outsmarted) and worked
together with the medical school leadership to
improve our english Program. in the first part of my
term we had to struggle to collect sufficient numbers
of students to keep the program running. after 2004
we had to deal with the opposite: the rush of
increasing numbers of applications. Being a witness
and sometimes in charge of all these events made this
period an important and interesting phase of my
academic career. i liked it.
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i consider the so called “1+5 program” as the main
achievement of my period as head of the english
Program. This is a joint educational effort of the
university of Pécs Medical school, the university of
oslo and Björknes college that starts in oslo and
brings every year about 40 well-trained norwegian
students to the second year to Pécs. The main
subjects of the first year (chemistry, biology,
biophysics, epidemiology), hungarian language and
a few facultative courses are taught at the university
of oslo and at Björknes college. Then the students
move to Pécs, take anatomy and histology/
embryology as a summer course, and those who
successfully pass all the courses, enroll into the
second year in Pécs. The program was initiated by
sveinung lunde and the details were worked out by
the two of us, with the help of the course directors
and the leaders of the Medical school. The 1+5
program is in its 9th year now and has brought many
excellent students to our Medical school. i still serve
as the Pécs coordinator of this program.
i spent quite a bit of time and effort to organize
another project as well that looked very promising
at the beginning, but may turn out to be an
unsuccessful endeavor at the end of the day. This
program would mean the export of our medical
education to norway: in collaboration with Björknes
college, an out-of-town (even out-of-country)
university of Pécs Medical school would be
established in oslo using our curriculum, know-how
and personnel. The program was originally designed
with the first two years to be taught in oslo (except
for anatomy; dissection classes would be held in

Pécs). in the long run, preclinical and clinical
subjects would also be transferred to oslo with the
participation of local professors, lecturers and
teaching hospitals. The hungarian accreditation
committee – after several rounds of fierce fighting –
finally approved the extramural medical education
program. unfortunately, by then the norwegian
rules became stricter and the permission of their
Ministry of education is now also required. The
norwegian accreditation of the program is still
pending, and it is up in the air whether this ambitious
plan will be realized or not.
The future
The perspectives of our english Program look quite
bright: we have had a large number of applicants in
the last couple of years. having students from more
and more countries all over the world makes the
program more diverse. Bringing different cultures
together improves the atmosphere at our school,
makes it more and more attractive to future
applicants. Medical doctors graduating from our
Medical school are well-respected in their home
countries and they spread the word among friends
about a nice small town in central europe and its
good medical school. considering the steadily
increasing number of our competitors in the
neighboring central european countries our best
weapon to survive and prevail is the satisfaction of
our graduates and their patients. We need to
maintain the quality of our medical education and
thereby cherish the precious recruiting power of our
present students and alumni.
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Interview with Professor József
Szeberényi
Was the English program started in Pécs for the
first time in Hungary or you had adopted from
other examples?
The idea came up in 1983, the only event preceding
may have been that in Budapest the german
program had started a year earlier.
however, the english Program launched in Pécs
was not only the first time in hungary but also in
central europe. as far as i know the english Program
in Budapest started one year after ours. although they
overtook us in the german training but the english
program started here in Pécs.
i have already been working for the department
of Medical Biology, however at that time i was
working abroad. i came home from the states in
1984, so i don’t really have any first-hand experience
of the beginnings, only what i have heard. You could
acquire excellent information from dr Tima about
this, he was the secretary of the english Program
from the beginning and he contributed to the
organization of the whole thing. What i have heard
that some of the professors initiated it here at the
university, i think mainly Professor József Tigyi. he
was an academician and the Professor of the
Biophysics department and earlier he had been the
rector of the university. actually, it was a political
decision in the Kádár era that the program could
start in 1984, a decision made very high up, probably
because some of the leaders of the university were
on good terms with györgy aczél (a cultural
politician of the time). i think these connections and
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the contributions made by Béla Flerkó – the rector
of the university back then – made it possible. The
first chairman of the english Program was andrás
Tigyi, he had been my boss.
i am not sure about the exact numbers but i think
the program started with approximately 25-30
students. Many students of the first years were the
children of hungarian parents living in the united
states. in other words they were the descendants of
those who moved to america in ’56 or earlier. on
the other hand there were many iranians, because
there had been a major political change in iran in
1979, the regime of previous shah was overthrown
by the revolution of Khomeini ayatollah. Many of
the wealthy families had to move because of that and
some of their children became students in the first
year. For example, there was a student who was
related to reza Pahlavi shah, so basically he was a
political refugee, otherwise a good student, he
graduated without any problems. on the one hand,
a brave political decision was made, which were
undertaken by the university, on the other hand the
hungarian state was close to bankruptcy in the early
‘80s, so the financial difficulties helped to push the
start of the program.
From the university point of view, only the
financial reasons were the game changer or
prestige was also taken into account?
i am sure that the financial reasons were very
important, as foreign currency was very limited for
research or even for educational matters. so the
system for grants as it exists today, which can provide
significant amount of money for research was totally
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unknown. so the money was little, however
chemicals or instrument could only be purchased for
foreign currency. of course the prestige of the
program was exquisite. a foreign language medical
training in the heart of europe, in a small country in
an even smaller town, i believe it is and it was a great
thing. There was another important aspect to it,
which explains why the medical training in english
started in hungary. We keep saying that we were the
happiest barrack. it was also true for other matters. in
the ‘70s but even more in the early eighties many
hungarian researchers could go to western countries
and to the us mainly and they could work there 12-3 years. after these years they came home, as i did.
Most of us came home because if we stayed it would
have been defection back then and it meant that you
lose all your connection at home. it would have been
a final decision to leave the country and not many of
us could undertake that final decision. The majority,
who returned came back with the appropriate
english knowledge and experience from a country,
the usa, which were leading in the fields of sciences.
in other words, we were more prepared for university
training than the instructors in the neighbouring
countries. as the program and the instruction
started, and we got the swing of it, obviously it
affected the performance of the instructors as well.
We had to look for things we wanted to teach in
books from the us, and i am sure it had a positive
effect on the hungarian program and education as
well. i think we should greatly respect the bravery of
those who started the whole thing against all odds,
because it could have been a great failure. it was
impossible to predict whether it will work or not. But
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it had a very positive impact on our university. in the
following years, three other hungarian Medical
universities started their own english program.
How did you compile the teaching material for the
foreigners? Same as for the Hungarians or did you
follow a totally different structure?
The structure was the same, we followed the same
curriculum and taught the same subjects except the
political subjects – back then we still had political
subjects – but the scientific subjects were
synchronised, same number of teaching hours. and
from the very beginning our goal was not to have
differences between the hungarian and the english
education that applied to the established set of
requirements as well. it was tough to fulfil it at the
beginning since the hungarian teaching materials
were available but we had to obtain the books in
english. obviously we have used the english books
earlier as well when compiling the hungarian
teaching material, but when the english Program
started all the institutes were forced to order more
english books. i think what happened in case of
every subject from the beginning is that the english
education gradually became more and more similar
as time passed, and by now the two are identical.
How did Pécs get on the map of the students
coming here?
amongst the american-hungarians there were some
whose parents graduated from here or had some
other connections with the city. and also those, who
had connection in the states told their friends and
the oral tradition went on. of course this is no
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explanation to the iranians, i don’t know where they
got the information, but they were present from the
beginning. also around the start the greek minister
visited hungary and came down to Pécs as well. he
was shown the university and the city and it’s
interesting, because after the first few years there was
a kind of greek invasion. it was in the beginning of
the ‘90s and we had a year/grade where 70-80 % of
the students were greek. They were informed about
the program through quasi-official channels. Then,
at the end of the ‘90s something changed in greece,
probably they got tired of too many doctors coming
back from hungary and they framed a law that they
only recognise medical diplomas if the language of
instruction was on the official language of the
country concerned (greece). if you think about it, it
may sound nonsense but may not, since you can only
get an appropriate training if you can talk to the
patient of the given mother tongue. if the instruction
wasn’t on the language of the given country, it is
impossible. hungarian patients are neither likely to
speak english nor greek in particular. Therefore, if
the medical student during his medical education
cannot make contact with the patient then it’s
unacceptable. This greek decision almost had a
catastrophic impact on our program, by the
millennium the greeks basically disappeared and we
ended up with certain years/grades where the
number of students dropped to 20-25. We had the
same numbers at the very beginning, but in between
in the ‘80s and ‘90s we had years/grades of 60-80.
at that point we thought it was all over.
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And what happened next? Was there some kind of
fluctuation between nations? Was there a trend
that some nations always appeared in exquisitely
high numbers?
Yes, exactly like that. We survived this crisis when
the norwegian students started coming. The
background was that there is a private college
(Björknes college) in oslo recruiting students for
hungary. The former dean and the leadership had
and still have a very good relationship with this
school, and also a hungarian recruiting company
called college international helped us out and filled
up the english Program. That’s how the norwegian
dominance started from 2000 on and it’s still on.
looking at the entire program the number of
norwegians is the highest but there are many
swedish as well. The next remarkable step was when
we joined the european union and from this point
on the hungarian medical diploma became widely
recognized. it was a huge fore. up until 2004 we had
maximum 60-80 students on each year. nowadays
we have more than 200 students on the first years
and if it was merely a matter of applications we could
start with even higher numbers. Back to the original
question, right now we are experiencing a spanish
invasion; we also have a high number of south
Koreans and a growing number of nigerians. smaller
waves are always observable. i believe it’s a good thing
to have students from so many countries, on the first
year more than 30 nations are represented.
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In the beginning to whom could the English
Program students turn to with their everyday
difficulties?
They always had their group leaders and the english
Program office was there from the beginning, so they
could turn to our colleagues with all their problems
from flat finding to finding a gP.
In the beginning did teaching in English cause any
difficulties? Stage fright maybe?
of course. as for me, i just came back from st- louis
after a two-year period and the english instruction
started in september, i was involved in it right from
the beginning. it was a stressful situation since we
spoke english with a “somogy county” accent. There
is nothing wrong with it in itself but on the oral exams
some students turned it to their advantage. if they
sensed that the examiner’s english might not be the
best they could start talking very fast making the
examiner real uncomfortable. it may have happened a
few times but for those teachers who spent 2-3 years
abroad teaching in english it is not an extremely big
deal. not all english Program students have english
for mother tongue, therefore they also bring a kind of
broken englishness. We all had to get used to it and i
think we manage it well these days.
What’s the reaction of the English Program
students to lectures? Is it different from that of the
Hungarians?
They act differently from hungarians. one reason
of that might be that the majority of the first-year
hungarians are 18-19 years old and they are more
likely to accept the “feudal” subordination that is
30

perceivable in certain aloofness. For a hungarian
student a 50-60 year-old professor is a person of
consequence and they behave accordingly. in
everyday life it can be realised in not daring to ask
speak up or ask questions during the lectures. on the
contrary, the english Program students would
interrupt you to ask for clarification if they don’t
understand something. i think it’s normal. and also
during the hungarian lectures it seldom happens
that someone takes out a sandwich and eats it, which
is totally common. Many lecturers find it disturbing.
in addition, the average age of the english Program
students is relatively higher, the norwegians are 2122 when they start. There are more mature students
as well, our eldest student – who is still here studying
– was older than me when he started med school. it
might feel strange at the beginning but there’s
nothing wrong with it. By the way he was a very
good student in Biology.
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Interview with Professor Júlia Szekeres
What was your role in the implementation of the
English Program?
The program started 30 years ago with 20-25
students. i didn’t have a role at that time since i was
still very young. When i took over the leadership the
student enrolment was still 30-40 per year. The small
number of students had the advantage of more
personal relationships and the management also
applied a very different methodology. We knew
every student personally and the students also knew
their teachers. it was a nice period in a familiar
atmosphere.
Was the aim of the first English Program students
to finish all six years here?
of course, however, the composition of the years
differed. We already had norwegians but in the early
years there were many iranian students, the majority
of whom emigrated from the changed iranian regime
due to political reasons. it was a very intelligent,
hardworking group of people. in addition, we had
students from the us whose parents originated from
hungary.
Were there initial difficulties?
The difficulties mainly arose from the fact that we
had little experience with english instruction, and
we didn’t have enough colleagues who could teach
in english. and this was not only related to Micro biology, but to the whole university in general. of
course many of us spoke the language but we did not
have the experience of teaching in the english
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medium. Fortunately, the theoretical institutions
quickly rose up to the challenge. We faced the next
problems when the first students reached the clinical
years where, besides the linguistic competence of the
teachers, the hungarian knowledge of students’
would have also been necessary for communication
with the patients. The latter has not yet been
reassuringly solved.
That reminds me of a greek committee that visited
the university to oversee the education of greek
students. at that time a vast number of greek students
were studying at hungarian medical schools and the
greek Medical chamber being afraid of medical
unemployment tried to make the conditions of
diploma recognition from abroad more strict. We
showed them around and they had an insight into
Professor szeberényi’s famously good lectures and they
were fascinated by it. With regards to the clinical
practices the delegates were really curious about how
could the students communicate with the patients. The
students were aware of their limitations, and therefore
arranged for their best hungarian speaking fellow to
do the patient examination. The examinations were
more or less carried out with enthusiastic attempts and
were seemingly smooth in the eyes of the committee
even though they didn’t understand the rest of its
content. on the contrary to all this, the greek
chamber came out with a decree that they only and
exclusively recognise diplomas from their own mother
tongue education. For obvious reasons the greeks then
disappeared from the hungarian medical education.
since joining the european union the hungarian
medical diploma became recognised in all eu
countries, therefore the number of applicants increased

significantly. our german Program was launched in
the same year. semmelweis university, which already
had an established german Program, had exceeded
their applicant quota. since the demand still existed,
i asked Professor ohmacht – who has not been
involved with the foreign language education – to join
college international for a recruiting tour in germany
and try to accept those applicants to our english
Program who could not get in to semmelweis. To our
surprise there were so many potential applicants that
Professor ohmacht came up with the idea of starting
our own german Program. due to the unsettledness
of the german teaching staff the idea met with
resistance in the beginning, but later, during the
deanship of Balázs sümegi this program was
successfully launched and continues to develop.
has the entrance criteria changed in the recent years?
The growing demand improved the quality of the
program. These days we do not have to admit all the
applicants, we have the opportunity to take the best
ones. The method of the entrance exams hasn’t really
changed: we meet the candidates for an oral
interview. here we don’t primarily focus on the
scientific background, however important the basics
are in order to start medical studies. We put a great
emphasis on the applicants’ good command of
english, it is important since they come from many
different countries. other aspects are the applicants’
ability to think, being motivated, therefore being
teachable. What has changed is that in the past we
may have made small exceptions here and there, but
we don’t do that anymore as it’s no longer necessary.
do you have any feedback on what this town
meant for the foreign graduates?

i’m still in contact with many of my old students
especially from the years where small numbers
graduated. They had a great time here. They were in
good company, loved the city and the personal
contact they had with their professors.
how well can they utilize the diploma they got
from here?
in the united states and in israel they have to take
a physician licensing exam in order to practice. The
american exam has several steps. our graduates
perform pretty well on the first two steps (theoretical
and preclinical subject) but they are facing problems
at the clinical step due to the fact that the hungarian
medical education (moreover, the european medical
education except england) emphasizes theory more
than practice during school. i’m sure you have a
picture in mind of what a freshly graduated medical
doctor or dentist is capable of. They are poles apart.
dentists receive a hands-on training so by the time
they graduate they are capable of carrying out certain
tasks on their own. But a graduate doctor from Pécs
or europe begins to learn how to heal after receiving
his diploma. The anglo-saxon medical education is
far more practical, those students acquire a lot more
clinical skills during their university years and after
graduation they are approximately on a same level
with “our” graduate dentist: when facing a patient
they won’t start screaming and crying for a doctor.
at the same time, according to the norwegian
graduates, the practical training they have from Pécs
is not bad at all, hospitals are satisfied with them. The
feedback is generally good and as i can see our
graduates can cope with the challenges.
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What changes would you think appropriate?
What we should change is the teaching of clinical
skills. i had a student who was looking for a job in the
uK. during the interview he was shown five different
pathological fundi that he should have recognised. The
poor thing was just standing there since he has barely
seen a healthy intact fundus more than once.
This is why i am glad that our skills lab is finally
completed this year. The skills lab will develop the
clinical skills of our students and it would even
prepare them for such a case i mentioned above. due
to the growing number of students it is necessary;
imagine how many students will listen to the cardiac
murmur of a patient? By the time all members of the
group listened to the murmur and finally heard that
the patient would have a nervous breakdown.
students would need more patients and opportunity
to practice, and the skills lab could partly make up
for that. it will facilitate both the hungarian and the
foreign language programmes.
But of course in order to improve the clinical
education a significantly higher number of clinical
instructors would be indicated and these teachers
should be off loaded from all other duties for their
teaching hours.
Besides the growing numbers of students do the
individual problems of students get enough
attention?
For survival it is pivotal to have a large number of
students and that can make the entire training
impersonal. however, it does not mean it became
that. a swiss girl from the english Program who
worked in our department as a student researcher

told me about the swiss-Pécs differences between the
student-teacher relationships. here in Pécs, when she
had a problem she could talk to the teacher, or send
an email and get an answer. in switzerland if she sent
an email to the teacher she got a reply in half a year
if she was lucky. We managed to get a Phd position
for this girl in germany with one of my colleagues,
and they are rather satisfied with the education here.
What do you think to what extent do the English
Program students get involved with the cultural
life of the town?
i believe they have relatively little contact with the
local population. of course they have more contact
with the bar tenders, taxi drivers and other providers,
but not with others really. i don’t know how much it
has changed but back then we made some efforts to
bring the hungarian and english Program students
closer, with not much luck. They rather just live in
their own community and even when selecting
university they make their choice based on herd
instinct. The reason why we have so many
norwegian students in Pécs is because the first five
norwegian students told their friends that it’s a good
place and there are norwegians studying here. and
then their friends came, and after that the friends of
their friends and Pécs became a kind of norwegian
colony. it’s the same with the israelis, who do not
come to Pécs or just some of them, since there is a
bigger colony in Budapest and szeged. usually
students from the same country prefer to be amongst
themselves. But it’s a fact that they live their lives
here, party here, go to the cinema and to concerts
here, and they have a good time.
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Interview with Professor Gyula Tóth
What are your memories about the start of the
English Program?
it was a quite difficult start. according to my best
knowledge the leadership of the university, József
Tigyi (rector) and Jenő Tényi, who was a party
secretary, took on the task. The program seemed
risky for a while, but it launched with the support of
györgy aczél, a dominant cultural politician of the
era. What may also have facilitated the start of such
a program in Pécs was that if it had failed, such
failure would have happened in the countryside and
not in the capital. Besides that, the Tigyi brothers,
Professor József Tigyi, and Professor andrás Tigyi
had excellent connections with hungarians living in
the united states who were encouraging the idea.
Therefore, they became our first students.
And the fact that this program can be viable was
widely supported?
i think it may have been the rector, Béla Flerkó who
really had faith in the Faculty and he was sure of the
adequacy of the teaching staff.
i have not been involved in the initial organizations
but later on became chairman of the english Program.
What pattern did you follow in the organization?
look, in the first year and maybe even in the second
one the main issue was to avoid failure. i was sure
that if we manage to survive the first two years, it will
become solid. as a matter of fact it is a different story
to speak english or to teach in english. Why was it
different in the beginning? Maybe it was determined
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by our inexperience. not many of us were teaching
in english before. i was teaching in the Queen Mary
college in london, but it was 10 years earlier.
later on, when i became part of the leadership i was
forcing there and even in the department of
Biochemistry and Medical chemistry that we should
do it in the same way as we do the hungarian
education. We couldn’t carry it out in the first year, but
later on we could. it was my guide all along the way.
How did the continuous approximation of the
Hungarian and English programs affect the
chemistry teaching?
There were considerable changes in the teaching of
chemistry. You know, i’m originally a doctor by
profession and not a chemist; however i started
working in the chemistry institute - that was the
name of it back then. i always loved chemistry and
Professor cholnoky offered me a place there. Back
then getting a position wasn’t easy since often people
didn’t have a chance to choose on their own, they
were told “son, you are going to be a dermatologist,
or you, my daughter, you go to Baja to be an
otolaryngologist”. i got away with it. But the changes
were continuous. My predecessor at the institute was
Professor József szabolcs. he was responsible for the
english education. We were aiming at satisfying the
interests of medical students, thus for example we
were not teaching inorganic chemistry in detail. it
was in the ‘90s when the structure of lectures became
very similar to the one we have these days.
We used to have oral exams earlier. and on
occasions we used to slightly lower the standards. We
couldn’t have failed 10 out of 20. of course nothing

saved the absolutely uninformed ones. Back then
there used to be a and B chances. The c chance was
the so-called ‘rector’s chance’ that happened in front
of a committee. This was something similar to today’s
d chance (dean’s).
But as i said these were the early years. later on
there was a bigger variety. There was a greek period
and once that was over the scandinavians came.
There was a bigger selection. What we had to face
and overcome and what is still a problem until now
is the completely different scientific background
foreign students come with.
Until when were you the leader of the English
program?
until 1999. That year i was appointed vice dean and
i felt i couldn’t do the two together. The english
Program has developed somewhat by then but due to
the low number of students on each year the studentteacher relationship was more personal. it wasn’t rare
that we met their families as well. once, an entire
israeli family came to visit us. Their son stayed in
hungary i think, he might be a gP in csurgó.
if i remember well that was the time the norwegian
ambassador came to us en route to visiting the
norwegian iFor soldiers who were stationed nearby
due to the Yugoslav Wars. The ambassador called the
university that he would like to meet the leaders of the
english Program, including me as chairman. i was
quite surprised that it just happened like this, without
protocols. Many norwegian students came through
him and their number is still increasing. The students
told us on the entrance exams that their parents were
friends with the ambassador.

So the Norwegian ambassador has done a lot for
the program.
Yes, once a norwegian delegation arrived in Budapest. They had a long name: religious educational
christian-democratic commission, it was a group of
15-16 people. i cannot remember the exact reason
why they came, but after the official visit to the
Parliament the norwegian ambassador joined them
and came down to Pécs that got good media coverage.
The leader of this group was a politician, who was a
baker by profession and spoke excellent english.
another member was this female teacher responsible
for education who told us that it is important to them
to send norwegian students everywhere who could
form a good relationship with the given country. They
really sent students almost everywhere, to the uK,
France, to the czech republic, germany and so on.
after that visit the norwegian Medical chamber
sent people here to check out the university. They
listened to some lectures and practices, including
Professor Bogár’s that they really enjoyed. They took
a look around the clinics and they were absolutely
satisfied.
Was the structure of the education similar to what
you have now?
Yes, by this time we managed to teach under the
same conditions. The translations of our practice
notes were ready and the material for lectures was
fully available in the english translation of the book
titled organic and Bioorganic chemistry, partly
written by me. since the number of students
increased every year we became more strict. By this
time it wasn’t the question whether the english
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Program would fail or not, the real question was
whether we could provide a standard that’s accepted
anywhere.
expectations often result in strange situations.
once, a student on the morning of his final exam
raced in to his practice instructor saying: “sir, i found
the questions, but where are the answers?” That
student didn’t manage to pass biology, not to
mention chemistry. But those who stay here will
graduate with a valuable diploma.
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Interview with Professor Lajos Tima
I also asked from my previous interviewees –
Professor Júlia Szekeres, Professor József Szeberényi, Professor Gyula Tóth – how do they
remember the beginnings. They, respectively, all
said that this question can only and particularly
be answered by you, since only you were there
from the very beginning; they all joined the
English Program later.
That’s right, i was really in it from the very beginning.
Professor Flerkó was the rector back then, who, how
shall i put it, liked me and confided in me. he helped
in every way he could and i am forever grateful for that.
The point is that back then he was approached
from no other place than the Party centre. györgy
aczél, the leader of agitprop sent down a man to
Pécs to negotiate. Time wise our english Program
was preceded by the german Program launched in
Budapest in 1983. Then due to the intercession of
aczél, who was always bound to Pécs, they started
the english Program in Pécs. launching the selffinanced training was a big advantage to the
university of Pécs. approximately 80% of the initial
income remained at the university the use of which
we could decide. so, as i said, a man came down to
negotiate. That man approached Professor Flerkó,
who had been a cautious man. it was 1984, the walls
of socialism were cracking, but the system still stood
erect. We couldn’t have known how they will turn it
all back saying “we rather put our shoulder to the
capitalists’ wheel”. But luckily that didn’t happen.
Professor Flerkó eventually approached me saying
that it looks like we have to start this program and he
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would be delighted if i would be the leader of it. he
trusted me because he knew if anything happened i
would report it to him appropriately and he as a
rector could make the necessary steps in time.
Following the Budapest example we organised a
committee the chairman of which was Professor
andrás Tigyi from the Biology department, i
became the secretary and the other members were
Kreka, Professor grastyán, and hajnal, the head of
the rector’s office who was a political informant.
Did the organization take a long time?
We started in the very beginning of 1984 and didn’t
fuss around a lot. We quickly compiled a program
booklet and submitted it to the institute of cultural
relations in Budapest and they forwarded it to the
embassies.
We made our calculation to see from when that
will be profitable. if i remember well the tuition fee
was 4000 usd, and from 20 applicants that would
have covered the wages of the teachers. We had 38
applicants that year, many of them came from iran.
since the iranian revolution of 1979 they were
scattered in europe and the Middle east awaiting to
be able to study somewhere. The first person i
interviewed for admission came from england. his
father had some interest there, and had been a carpet
expert before in the Museum of iran.
You mentioned that a German Program was
launched in Budapest in 1983. Did you wait to see
its success first?
no at all. it wasn’t the university of Pécs initiating
the launching of the program. it was initiated from
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high above. Professor Flerkó wasn’t soliciting it, he
remained ambivalent and he was also slightly worried
about things going wrong.
during the recollections of my previous interviewees they said that there was fear of failure in the
air and it might have been in parallel with starting
the program outside of the capital.
That’s not what i think. i’m convinced that aczél
wanted to help this university. it’s important to
know that back then there was exchange control. The
only reason why the anatomy department managed
to import chemicals from abroad was that the
hungarian academy of sciences supported the
department. and this support was foreign aid. so
when we needed a chemical that was not traded in
hungary, we could order it to the account of this
foreign aid. The usd we had due to the start of the
program facilitated these purchases. let’s think about
it. how could the program fail? even if no one came
from the following year on we still couldn’t have sent
the students away and should have continued the
program till they graduate.
Have you been teaching abroad before?
no, i haven’t. i’ve been abroad twice before, but i
didn’t teach. i spent a year in italy in 1968 and
another one in the united states in 1976. i did
science back then.
i didn’t learn english in hungary. after graduation i had a chance to go abroad with the help of
Professor Flerkó. everyone spoke english there and
they spoke an english that i think was easier to
understand than if i would have been in an american
environment. When i came back i could pass the
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language exams without a problem and then i went
to the states for another year.
How did you start the English education?
Professor Flerkó stated that he was not able to hold
all the lectures. You know, that was interesting from
him, since for the hungarians he held all the lectures
and it had to be a very exceptional case if he didn’t.
he distributed the english lectures among us. can
you imagine the preparations we needed? i used to
spend six to eight hours preparing for a single lecture.
There was no power point or any other aid.
i have to add that kids who came first were really
studious; the iranians have a fantastic will-power.
i had a student for example who could barely
write and read in english when he arrived. later on
during the final exams we couldn’t ask a question
from him that he didn’t have an answer for, it was an
amazing accomplishment. he is a neurologist in the
states today.
i have to tell about the atmosphere back then just
for you to see what was the relationship like with
students, that this kid came to me on the fifth year
saying that he had to stop his studies. unfortunately
he ran out of money. i told him “sir that cannot be.
You are not going to discontinue your studies.”
Think about it, what he would do with the five years
he has completed. luckily i was in such position
within the committee that i could espouse his case.
i came up with the idea that he should sign a contract
in which he undertakes to pay back his final year
tuition fee, even in instalments, once he starts
working. it would have been inhuman to exclude
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him from the university for such reason. everyone
accepted that.
anyway, drop-out wasn’t common amongst the
initial 38. one or two people transferred back to the
states, the others graduated without a problem.
Didn’t the numerous foreign connections catch
the attention of politics? Were you able to teach
without pressure?
it wasn’t typical for them to sniff around all the time.
They could have only reached our students through
us, anyways. now, whether i was being observed or
not i have no idea, not that it would have mattered
in particular.
it only happened once that the american ambassador came down to Pécs and then they bugged the
entire room. By the way it was some totally innocent
matter but such a man knows about these things.
otherwise the state was absolutely collaborative
in every case regarding our students. Visa extensions
and other requests were being taken care of with great
flexibility. There was no head wind.
Since you were the first secretary I assume the
students found you with every single problem.
i’ve really seen everything. once a guy came to me
that he has haematospermia - imagine that! My
duties ranged from finding a doctor to finding an
apartment for them. i knew almost everyone by
name. i must say not everyone liked that. once they
even painted “Big Brother is watching you” on the
wall. You know, back then i had a very good memory
of names therefore they thought i knew of everything. a funny story, there used to be this place up on
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the Mecsek where they could meet girls, somewhere
around hotel Kikelet. once they wanted to initiate
one of the young boys there, who was still a virgin.
Poor guy, when he was almost at the heat of the
moment one of his friends told him that there were
hidden cameras there and “Tima is watching you”.
Well, it was a bad night for him. They only told me
that in retrospect, of course, guffawing.
occasionally some diplomatic skills were also
required. one of the students, presumably assisted
by our autopsy assistants, has taken out joints and
also a brain from the institute. This student lived
nearby and his landlady called in that she is about to
call the police since her tenant ‘chopped up’ hands
and a brain with her kitchen knife. right then i went
to visit this lady to advise her against her intentions.
it turned out that she worked for dunántúli napló
(local newspaper) so it could have just been one
phone call for her to ruin our reputation. i dedicated
plenty of my time to such issues but i believed i was
doing some good.
Did you enjoy this work?
Yes. To be honest i really liked it. My wife used to
say that my students were more important for me
than my own kids. of course it’s not true but i
thought that one has to show students by example
how to relate with patients, not just tell them on
lecture. if i can listen and be humane – of course
above a certain standard – they can profit from that
later on.
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Graduates of 1990
amir Mahmoud aryasheed (Mousavi)
Balogh Zsuzsanna nóra
Banikarim effat Kay
dehkhodania Feidoun
esfahani Farid eshghi
gaal angelique
gerrowe Thomas
horváth-dori sandra a.
hossaini abdolbaghi
Jabbarian shaahin
Khosroabadi abdullah
lukács Péter Mihály
Moezzi hamid
nazmi Peyman
Pirsa Kayhan
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rada george alexander
rifat ayad hilmi
stephens James court
szabo istvan
von Jako ronald andrew

Graduates of 1991
achufusi onyebuchi
al-Kadiri Mohamed ismail ghulam
almassi Mohammad reza
arjmand Fard abdol rassol
Biswas Purba
csatary christina
dafalla diya
Frater susan Mary

hanak Joseph andrew
hohoff hans gerd
Kooros Koorosh
landa Jean-claude
Maduka chidi uba
Maier Peter charles
Mikkelsen Yngve
Patel sanjay chandrakant
rigo Peter louis
sakhaee Masood
sepanta esfandiar
siklósi Zsolt
simon helena
szabo Zsolt
Badola ruchi
eisenhoffer John steve

Graduates of 1992
asgharnia ramin
Badola ritu
Banikarim chantay
curtis Klara ildiko
curtis rodney charles
el-amin Farida hamza
Farago lawrence
Fazeli Jabbar
Fernandes edel rose
Forohar Farzad
gharavi rad
hamuda abdulmuhaimen h.
Kakoullis Kyriakos
Kyriakidis alexandros
Makki Marjan
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Maleki Keivan
nirbhaya amulya Kumar saxena
rafiei aram houssain
shell nancy
stephanou ioannis
Tavakoli afshin
amighi reza

Graduates of 1993
alizadeh hussain
Biswas neena
dehghani afshin
deosaran awardnath
evan Bender
Fathi Khaled
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hanak george gabor
ibrahim / el Tahir Yassir amir
Keshavarzian ramin
Kontogeorgas Konstantin P.
lehmann robert
Makki Mojgan
Matinrazm ali
sadrinia Masoud
salehi Behrooz
sistani Viyouyeh Firouzeh
soroksky arihe
Varastehpour ali
Zahiri Fard Majid
awais Muhammad

Graduates of 1994
abu-Kutah salim h.
al-chalabi issam
al-oulabi Mouhamed
arjmand Fard heidar
Bagheri Fariborz
Bakhtar ali
Banan amir
cimino Peter
ghajarzadeh Katrin
grapsas Panagiotis
Kekis Panagiotis
Kolushani Kateren
lofti Tabrizi ali
Maharlouei Babak
Michaelides angelos

Mikropoulos efthimios
Moghadas Farajollah
Mórocz éva diana
nassehzadeh Tabriz abdolreza
Papacharalambous georgia
Paziouros constantinos
senemar ali reza
shafiei Khaled
sharbatoghly-asl Maryam
site despina
soukias Jean-Marc
spyrakos spyros Bill
Weekes noël
Zaminpeyma abdul razaq
Bahadori hamid reza
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Graduates of 1995
abou-samra Walid
al-olabi Mouhammad
antonaki ourania
Basikidis Vassilios
Bognar istvan
choustoulakis emmanouel
daskalakis Theodore
giannopoulos sapfo
grapsa antonia
hadeira / haydarah nasser hassan
hairston dorothy
haridi rehab
hemmati hila
Jaberansari Mohammad Taghi
Jama adam
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Kakoullis stylianos
Khan afreen Bano
Khezri seddiq
lévai levente
lundgren Balázs
Michaelsen Tore
najjar ali reza
nowrasteh ghodratollah
rozakou anna
saxena atulya Kumar
shooshtarizadeh Bahman
spyridis george
stanitsas andrew
suad abdi rahman hirsi Farah
sweis Majdi
syraki Kalliopi
Theodorakopoulos Panagiotis

Vassilopoulos Konstantinos
Zagoreos nikolaos
economopoulos Vassilios

Graduates of 1996
alaleh gharibpour
athanassiou efrossini P.
el-amin ahmed ali Mohammed
gholam abbas
giannopoulou Myrto
Kaitsioti helen
Karayannis / Karagiannis stefanos elias
Kardatos georgios
Kartsanis georgios e.
leonardou Polijtimy a.

liszka Paul Victor
Moutlias dimitrios c.
najjar Mitra
nella amalia
nyitray Peter
Papachara(lambous) evdokia a.
Papadakis John Karlos / Juan carlos
Papasthathopoulou lyda-Vasiliki
Pouryazdan Panah daryoush
Qazizadeh salim
radmard Mohammed
rondanina richard
skouteris Basil
spyridis nikolaos P.
Vahdat noushin
Vossoua. christina
Xeinis spyridon F.
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sinifakoulis Theoharis
hernes andreas

Graduates of 1997
adali Mersilena
al rasheed al nahas
alexandrou constantinos
anastasakis eleftherios
apostolou apostolos
ayman Bader
Banifatemi reza
Barlogiannis Theodoros
Benetos John
daskalakis Konstantinos
dehghani Babak
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Fragoulopoulou anna
giannakoulopoulou eleftheria
grammenou Virginia
haddadzadeh Bahri hossein
Kalantzis chryssostomos nikolaos
Krinos Konstantinos Xenofon
lalioti constantina
lianos Vangelis / evangelos ioannis
Michaelidu helen / elena
Michou demetra
Mischke gábor
Moezzi Mehdi
Moutlias alexandros
nikolakopoulos georgios
okorie ernest
Pappas Vassilios
Potamitis nikolaos

rafiie niousha
ruzzo anthony
sahiholnasab seyed Vahid
savvides ioanna
spyrako helena / elena
stylianides george
syggelos spiridon
Tsigaridas athanasios
Xynos ioannis dimitrioy
Zahos Konstantinos athanasiou

Graduates of 1998
adrianopoulos efstathios (d.)
al-Bodour amjad
arvanitis Panayiotis

athanassacopoulos Michael
Barbis stella
Bercz Peter
darabnia Jamshid
dilami Kamed
giannakopoulou Maria
hadziaslanis antonis
hassani afshin
horsch alexandra lara
Kalantzis george
Kambolis ioanna
Massoura sophia
Papandreou george
Politis Vasilis
Porianos antonis
Prodromakis helen
sahiholnasab seyed amir
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Tavernaraki ekaterini
Tzeferakos georgios
chalkiadakis ioannis

Graduates of 1999
abu-samaán sandra
abu-Zour hassan
ali Manal (abdulla Moh’d)
christodoulidis gregory
constantinidis Fotis
corcondilas Michael
dragios Theodoros
Fatsios stavros
georgitsis dimitros
ghotb sajjadi shahram
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halbauer dezső istván / Joshua
hancke christine
hatzipetrou efstratios
Johanessen runar
Kintis alexios stylianos
lagogianni Panagiota / nikolau
Margari niki
nella constantina
nikokiris george
Panagiotopoulos nicolaos
Papaioannou loukritia
Pappas Vassilios dimitrou
shafiei Farid
shafiei Masoud
shaikh shoaib
skog Thomas alexander
sparveri irene

Tokas Theodoros
Tsoutsouras Theodore
Venieris Maroussa
Vilaras george
Zafiridis Tilemachos
Zarbakhsh hossein amir

Graduates of 2000
anastasakis anastasios
anastasopoulos elias
andonopoulos nikolas
chatzilia sofia
christodoulopoulos Kosmas
galanopoulos georgios
gentimi Fotini

Karageorgopoulou sofia
Kavarnou garyfallia
Kleisas spyridon
Kouromalos nikolaos
Michaloglou alexandra
nanou Vasiliki
nastas ioannis
Paraskevas Kosmas
Prodromakis constadina Maria
sofouri evridiki
Takos Konstantinos
Tzovaras alexandros
ampertos nikolaos
Bakke eirin
Byberg Kristine Kjer
holler anett christin
Johansen roar
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Khaksarian ahmad reza
ly Phong hai
Major catherine alexis
sørlie andreas
Tóth dezső
Voultsos Mavroudis
Waterbury Jude
Weekes/gharavi Yasmin nona
Zeynali iraj

Graduates of 2001
ahmed elamin einas (Mohamed osman)
aslani anastasia (sotirioy)
camatsos John george
ellina olga nikolaou
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gourtsoyianni sofia
hadas dan
Johnsen sheila ann Mills
Kaldi angeliki
Kandiliotis Vasileios
Kasbekar neelesh-sateesh
Katsimpardi aikaterini
Konstantinopoulos anastasios
Koutsovasili alexandra
lagaras apostolos
lampropoulos Pavlos
lindkvist eva susanne
Michalopoulos nikolaos
Monstad iril lovise
Papaeleftheriou dimitrios
Pardalis christos
sarri ekaterini

stangeland F. christina
stathochristopoulou irene
Takis dimitrios
Tragotsalou nikolitsa
Berntzen line sissel dahlgaard
Block Kristin
Flouri eirini
ghosh subhamay
godtlibsen grete
groth henriette
Jørgensen Jørgen Joachim
larsen odd
lazaridis christos
nakos athanasios
ogne christer
ryen Barbro Mestvedthagen
saberi ali

sanderud elin
shafei Fereidoon
skedsmo anders
søfteland eirik
sørlie gro
Trbojevic nives

Graduates of 2002
Bartha alexander Joseph
Brønn raymond
chlapoutaki chrysanthi
diamantogianni Maria
Fagerheim siri
lishnevski alexia
Michail Konstantinos
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raanaa Brit eli
Thuestad ola andreas
Tsouparopulos Vasileios
Xenou eugenia
arntz alayne suzanne
Berg Tore
Bøe Thomas
Butt Khayam ashraf
christofilopoulos Panagiotis
ebrahimi ardebili houman
Fasting Kristine lyck
ghajarzadeh Kamyar
Korukonda saritha
Koufidis charilaos
linszky Yukiko csilla
Makris georgios
riple Kristin
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stokland stine glad
Trbojevic Milena
Valle lisa

Graduates of 2003
adami Theodora
ansari Janid
aune camilla
avloniti stamatia
dayantas nikolaos
giannakopoulos Polyvios
iversen Monica elisabeth
Katevatis angelos
Kontos dimitrios
lianou Maria alexandra

lishnevski diana
nansdal cathrine
Pedersen ron erling
Pilskog sturla
Porath sharon
rahko anna-Mari
skondras ioannis
stamatakis ioannis
symiakakis Michail
Tsifetakis spyridon
Voultsos ioannis
Zampeli evangelia
Bader Mohammed Yousef h.
Bjørnsund/gundersen grethe
garshol Trygve
gorgas christian andré
Kafopoulos dimtri g

Klepp catherine Pasquale
Korukonda siva ram Kumar
larsen stian
larsson geir
légrádi Maria Magdalena
lysebråten Karl raimo
opdøhl stig
Pettersen Kristin
royle Joseph Judeson
schønberg anne
slaattebræk Kirsten irene
Tabár Béla attila
Vinje Marius
rabben siri Brekke
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Graduates of 2004
alexakis lykourgos-christos
Bye Klaus
dalamagkas Konstantinos
diakakis georgios
dialoupi ioanna
efstratiou ariadni
Fladby hege
gulbrandsen Pål henrik
hemmati Mohammad reza
herje Martin leangen
Karkatzouli christina
Karlsen Morten
Kavvouras charalampos
Kechagia Maria
Kjelling stefan
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Kloster Vidar laurits
Kontovounisios christos
lazaris evangelos
Mamalis Vasileos
Moutsoudis andreas
Papadopoulos georgios
Paulsen Morten
sionis georgios
stadtler Paul olav
Pedersen Tank ebru sibel
Zampelis Vasilios
Berg Marcus Kleveland
dimen analissa Mapoy
grimnes John olav
halvorsen niclas Jørgen nilsson
hilland Magnus steinar
Javaid hana iqbal

oikonomopoulos ilias
røstad signe caroline
skar ane
Vrouchos Theodoros
Wangberg axel

Graduates of 2005
abrahamsson ring lina Kristin erika
agbleze dunyo Yaotse
Bar (Tsabary) Yael
Berget / Bjerknes silje Kristin
Butt ashraf Kamran
eike gudveig
Fagerheim lars Kåre
ginat lior

Kaltvedt Marianne
lenard alexander
Papadakis demetrios
sanderud live
sandhu Balpreet Kaur
seland david Johan
spallek sarah Bastienne
stamoulis dimitrios
Telnes aage
Vlaskovits Joseph constantine
chondros nikolaos
Kahn amram
seland elisabeth
stamelos Konstantinos
ayerh george
Ørn eirik
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Graduates of 2006
Bush ilan
dureja anjali
eide Trine Klokseth
Kamyab dela
Kristiansen arne Kristian
lensebråten anna elisabeth
lian ola Midtsæther
lossius William Johansen
lundin erik henrik robert
Mirsky gilad
Montelius nina amanda
Murugaiah Prabhu
nakshbandi abdulla al
Øien ivanna
sætre anders
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safi nathkai
storli Per even
suther lene Kathrine
Tiseo John Peter
Tufto camilla amalie
dianat nejad ramin

Graduates of 2007
dimitrouli anastasia
halvorsen Joacim nilsson
helgetun hanna
hol haakon ramsland
lund elisabeth
Mysen reidar Mikael
nemarny hytam

riddervold leif erik
sklavou chrysanthi
sørtveit anita
steier roy

sabbagh Peter Milad
sólyom alexander istvan
Thune Torunn Moen
dor Yanai

Graduates of 2008

Graduates of 2009

abbas anan
areklett asta
ayoub ata
Brokstad Jon-eirik
garstad erik
giyab omar
Kogstad norunn helena lauvland
Kohen avi albert
Myklatun david

Bang siri
Fotakos dimitrios
hamid sahrish
hansen lars hadsel
lam Bach-Que Thi
Marques Vinagre Joao
Merchant rajiv Mrugank
Messel Pernille
Tonsberg Jon Matzow
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usmani saba
Zarifis georgios
deseez nicolas

Graduates of 2010 (Dentistry)
Brochmann ane storhaug
chang chien-Pin
liu i-hsien

Graduates of 2010 (General Medicine)
Berkun Felicia evelyn
Bratt carl-Johan christian
Bye Brynjar saunes
Byklum guro Merete
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donnér isabella Marit Margareta
hammer sivert
harbin nicolay Jonassen
hellerdal ingeborg
igoe ann
Jacobsen henriette skaar
Jebsen Jens henrik Forstoyl
Kamyab golara
Kjolsoy andreas akervoll
Klepo elma
Kohli Priya
lauridsen Jacob Midtlid
livingston daniel seth
lunde ole Kaare
Molina Matilde hauge
olne Philip Vatsgar
Palm lars Viktor gabriel

Polak eyal
Purewal sareena
sanden lars erik
seomangal Karishma
slaattebraek arne Thomas
solberg Marit
stormorken espen
Wiik alexander

Graduates of 2011 (Dentistry)
Khan Mehlaqa
rewakhah camran
shakib Pour Mani
shakib Pour Massoud
Taya Yusuf

Graduates of 2011 (General Medicine)
ali Basharat
andersson nina heléne
austestad Janne
Bergqvist asa Karin
Blomberg andré leonard
Brown Tamunotonye Marvin gogo
cagatay cihan
dautovic Paul
davidge Jason Troy
donnér gabrielle Marit Margareta
erdelyi-Botor szilvia
getz erik Magnus richard Bjorge
gogh csaba
grande linda Furulund
hagen andreas
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harel Tal
hatzipetros ioannis
hegbom Thor
ihezue henry amadi
Johal simreen Kaur
Kadar diana susanna
Kalsto Janine Therese
Klintworth anne
Kolstad Kim andre
lindobe Miert Kinge
lorange ragnhild Benum
Michelet John-Thomas
nerland helge andré donnum
nesser Jonas
nikas dimitrios
ochola inalegwu godwin
orlyng Fredrik
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raanan Zohar
roste Tiril sveberg
safi diwa
soltun Terje
swahn azavedo anna-Maria
Tran Thuy nguyen Bich
Truong sven Minh nghiep
Vartdal Karl-Johan
Weber Tor
Zantalis nikolaos
sosnovsky Kobo hila haya

Graduates of 2012 (Dentistry)
Bang lena
Batul Farial
chen Yi-hsiu
ghasemi ramona
Kirova antonia antonova
Moghaddam Mohammad rasoul
norian Bahare
Triphan Martin Karl robert

Graduates of 2012
(Medical Biotechnology MSc)
Bytyci rizah
ernszt dávid
Kiss edit
Kovács Tamás
olatunbosun emmanuel dapo
szappanos dániel

Graduates of 2012 (General Medicine)
aalborg christian
abu ahmad Wael
ahmad Babar Mushtaq
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akbari Mohammad ali
anand akhil
andersen nina gjerde
aroh chukwuemeka chidera
aslaksen silje helene Waaler
Berg Kristin helen
Bjelland oystein Fischer
Bjorkan Jorgen Mead
Braten narve
Bronken Karen helene
connaughton Padraig
darawshi said
dhaliwal Keerat Kaur
Fadel Wael ahmed
Farago Vivian lee
Finnsdottir Jorunn
hauko stian
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ita Michael itak
Kommedal siri
Kristensen charlotte
lashgarara arvin
Malik rehan
Myrvold lotte Kristine
nguyen linh Yen
nordeng Kristine
nygard helene
olsen Mariann gran
oommen Vinit Varghese
opsahl Marius
Purewal rupeena
reinfjord sunniva sund
roux Jan gideon
sannrud Karianne Weel
skogen andreas

strandly christoffer
Tan Tit cheang
Torres eric adrian
Werner david andreas Thomas
Werry anabel Jacqueline
Yahiro rikki Kyle Kotyk
Zügner ellinor
Jensen Thomas Kleiberg
langhelle sara Beate

Graduates of 2013 (Dentistry)
shakibaei reza
sieroslawska alexandra Forsayeth
sotiriadis aristotelis
Taby andreas havard

Volioti lito
dokohaki sonia
dokouhaki shekofeh

Graduates of 2013
(Medical Biotechnology MSc)
Bognár andrás
csabai Tímea Judith
Fejes anikó Vivien
Feller diána
Füredi nóra Judit
Kiss Máté
sipos gergő
Vojkovics dóra
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Graduates of 2013
(General Medicine)
adriansen ingrid linn sunniva erdal
alkara Kay
alnabary Kaid
al-odeh Fadi ghassan
Bakhtiari Jessica sarvnaz
Bartos Barbara
Benyovszky alexander P.
Brandvik Truls
caffé denise Karin
chinniah Trishnee
comeau christina Marie
constenla Villoslada cristina
conway Patrick John
Fandeev lidia
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Frohaug elise
gal Peter
goto shun
gounden Priyola
haberhauffe Matthias
hestmann helene
hungnes Bjorn
isaac Yoel Mitwakil
isik Madeleine
Jadidi sara
Johnsen Bernt Tore andreas
Kalocsay attila laszlo
Kimblad Johanna Thérese humla
Körner hans Valentin Wilhelm
Kummen eivind
larsen sandra
lillefjaere ida hoiberg

loizos antonios
Majewski Tomasz artur
Muraleedharan sharon
Müller Björn
Myhre lena Marita
naseem sabrina
nickelsen henriette
nilsen Wanja
nilsson ebba sofia Birgitta
nordahl nina iren
nunez sayar Maria
olsen Marie Kristin ek
opshaug erlend Braut
Östberg Viktoria elisabeth
Pakdaman Farshad
Petruschke Johannes Friedrich Walter
Pettersen siren

Pouragheli daniel seyed ali
raj deepak shidart
rismark roar
samuelsson sandra Jennifer
schjottelvik Tore
skrettingland lene
soltis Michael William
svensson alice ulrika
Tanko Melinda ildiko
Thune Froydis Moen
Try hanne
Weich alexander Matthias
Werry Jan-erik
Wiese hans-Martin
Wolke anna
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Graduates of 2014 (Dentistry)
albanese Martina
ali saqib
Barbera chiara
el-hag Moetaz
ioannou ifigenia
iqbal hussain louisa
Khan Fahad hassan
liaghat Maryam
Mastarifarahani shahab
nouri amir Pasha
Pourrezamohammadabady Masoud
shojaei seyedeh Bahareh
soheili Mehrdad
Zeiae Bakhsh Tabari negar
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Graduates of 2014
(Medical Biotechnology MSc)
Bánfai Krisztina
Berkics Balázs Viktor
elhusseiny Mohamed Mahmoud abdelwahab
horváth hajnalka
Kertész Melinda
Kurdi csilla
Kugyelka réka
lajkó adrienn
scheffer dalma
szigeti csilla

Graduates of 2014 (General Medicine)
ali ali abdullahi
andor stephanie silke Maya
antwi angelina
Barimani darius david
Berli christian edward
Bjørnestad Karina Tjelle
cai anna
cohen chen haim
collery charlotte louise
alsheikhly dantoft Martin suheil
dhaliwal Joat amol Kaur
dhillon sharondeep Kaur
eikje lavrans Westin
erices-leclercq Melanie Julie adeline
Fushida Tomona

ghari Pegah
gjuka Kaltrina
Jashari grant lisa Katherine
haakonsen sivert Boye
hayek george Mounir
haile Jonatan robel esaias
ho Xuan Tony huy
Jensen sune
Jinno Kazushi
Ko Jaehoon
Kreilinger Bernhard ludwig
lackner Felix Konstantin
lee Jonggu
lyth Frøydis
Majadla omar
Mädel Viktoria anna Maria
Mistriotis ioannis Marios
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Moughal Faiz
nordtveit elin serine
Østberg isabelle
Patricia cindy
rydberg ulla Karin
roalkvam sher neran naidoo
schacherl stefan Matthias
sokay anitha
sørli Marthe sandvik
Tsagaropoulos nikolaos-christos
Tvedt Barbro
Verma ashima
Vinjor Ørjan
Vishkahi anna anahid
shihab Wasim
Vryzas nikolaos
Wikan Trond ormseth
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Wintermark constance
Yamaba Yukiko
Yari ramin

Graduates of 2014 (Pharmacy)
Mehrabi Mahnaz
Modirrousta arman

e English Program Committee
throughout the years
1984:
dr andrás Tigyi (chairman)
dr lajos Tima (secretary)
Members: dr endre grastyán, dr József hajnal,
lászló Kreka, dr Árpád németh, dr lászló
harsányi, dr József székely, dr Ferenc Varga,
dr sándor Kovács, dr andrás Pintér
(from 1986)
1991:
dr Károly Méhes (chairman),
dr lajos Tima (secretary)
Members: dr Miklós Fekete, dr Árpád németh,
Jánosné ollmann, dr andrás Palkó, dr lászló
Vécsei
1993:
dr. Tóth gyula (chairman)
dr. Tima lajos (secretary)

1999:
dr Júlia szekeres (chairperson)
dr lajos Tima (secretary)
Members: dr Miklós Fekete, dr gyula Kispál, dr
Béla Kocsis, Jánosné ollmann, dr andrás Pintér,
dr istván Wittmann
2004:
dr József szeberényi (chairman)
dr Magdolna Kovács (secretary), dr lajos Tima
(secretary from 2005)
Members: dr Béla Melegh, dr dénes Molnár,
dr Júlia szekeres, dr györgy Wéber, dr istván
Wittmann
2006:
dr Miklós nyitrai (chairman)
dr Ferenc gallyas (secretary)
Members: dr József szeberényi, dr Júlia szekeres,
dr Tamás decsi, dr Ákos nagy, dr Pál Perjési,
dr ella Kajdy, dr george hayek Mounir
(from 2013)

Members: dr Miklós Fekete, dr hajna losonczy,
Jánosné ollmann, dr József szeberényi, dr Júlia
szekeres, dr Béla Kocsis
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